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1. Introduction.

This paper deals with the Dirichlet problem

(1)

(2)

2 Dj(a.ij(x, u)DiU)+c(x)u ―b(x, u, Du) in Q

u(x)=6(x) on dQ ,

in a bounded domain QdRn with the boundary dQ of class C2 and a function

(f>which, in general, is not a trace of an element from the space WU2(Q). We

consider two cases: 0eZ,°°(d(?)(Section 3 and 4) and 0eL2(3Q) (Section 5).

In case where 0eL°°(3(J) we establish some existence theorems for the

problem (1),(2) under the assumption that the nonlinearity b(x, u, p) grows

quadratically in p. In recent years the problem (1),(2), with the nonlinearity

b growing quadratically in p, has attracted some interest (see [I], [2], [7] and

the references given there). In paper [1] the existence result was established

in the space Wu＼Q)r＼L~(Q) (that is, 0=0 on dQ). The results of [2] show

that under suitable assumptions on b(x, u, p) one can also obtain unbounded

solutions in WUZ(Q). The use of a weighted Sobolev space in [7] allowed one

to obtain an existence theorem for the problem (1),(2) with ^>E^L°°(dQ).In the

case where 0eL2(d#), we assume that the nonlinearity has a linear growth in

p. The present paper is a generalization of [7].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we assemble definitions,

assumptions and some terminology adopted in this work. Lemma 1, proved in

this section, justifiesour approach to the problem (1),(2) with the nonlinearity

growing quadratically in p. Section 3 contains the main existence result of

this paper which is closely related to Theorem 2.1 in [1] and Theorem 2 in

[7]. The existence result in [1] was proved for more general quasilinear

ellipticequations under the assumption of the existence of bounded sub and

supersolutions but it can be applied only to the boundary data from Hl/2(dQ).
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The paper [7] contains some generalizations of this result for the problem (1),

(2) with <j>in L°°(dQ). The method used in this paper requires the existence

of bounded sequences of sub and supersolutions. The aim of this section is to

relax this hypothesis by requiring the local boundedness of sequences of sub

and supersolutions. In Section 4 we briefly discuss the existence of positive

solutions of the problem (1),(2) with a a depending also on a gradient of u.

In the final Section 5, we solve the Dirichlet problem with the L2-boundary

data. Finally, we point out that the methods used in this paper are not new

and have appeared in [1], [2], [7], [8] and [12],

2. Preliminaries.

Throughout thispaper we make the followingassumptions:

(A) There existsa constant 7>0 such that

rMei'^s^yOc.o&^riei8

for all t-<^Rn and (x, t)^QxR. We also assume that au^CiQxR), 0.^=0.^

(i,y=l, ･･･,n) and that a^i-, t)^C＼Q) for each t^R with bounded partial

derivatives D^a^O, £)on QxR (i,j=l, ･･■,n). Moreover, we assume that

ceL°°(Q).

(B) The nonlinearity b{x, t, p) satisfiesthe Caratheodory conditions, i.e.

(i) for each (t, p)(=RxRn, the function x->b(x, t,p) is measurable on Q.

(ii) for a.e. xgQ, the function (t, p)^>b(x, t,p) is continuous on RxRn-

We also assume there exist a constant 5>0 and a non-negative function

/geL°°((5)such that

(3) ＼b(x,t,p)＼^f{x)+B{＼t＼TJr＼P＼')

for all(x, t,p)<=QxRxRn and some 0^r<l.

We briefly recall that a function u^WUKQ) is said to be a weak solution

of (1) if u satisfies

(4) I ( S dUx, u)DiuDjV-{-c(x)uv)dx =
＼b(x, u, Du)vdx

jQ＼i,j=l / JQ

for every v<^C＼Q) with compact support in Q.

In Sections 3 and 4 we consider the Dirichlet problem (1),(2) with 0e

L°°(dQ).In general, functions from L°°(dQ)are not traces of elements from

WU＼Q). Therefore we cannot expect a solution of(1),(2) to belong to WU2(Q)

The results of papers [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [18] and [19] show that the

suitable Sobolev space in our situation is
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Wu＼Q)=＼u;u^W＼6

(x)=dist (x, dQ), eqi

ii ii2

%{Q) and f ＼Du(x)＼2r(x)dx+ [ u(xYdx<co＼

where r(x)=dist (x, dQ), equipped with the norm

f
＼Du(x)＼*r(x)dx +

[
u(x)2dx

JQ JO
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The explain in what sense the solution recovers the boundary function 0, we

need some definitionsand terminology.

It follows from the regularity of the boundary dQ that there is a number

80>0 such that for 5e(0, 50] the domain

Qs=Qn{x; min＼x-y＼>d＼

with the boundary dQs possesses the following property: to each xo<=dQ there

is a unique xs(xo)^dQd such that xs{x0)=x0―8v(x0), where v(x0) is the out-

ward normal to dQ at x0, The above relation gives a one-to-one mapping of

class C＼ of dQ onto dQs.

According to Lemma 14.16 in [10], the distance r(x) belongs to C2(Q ―Qd0)

if d0 is sufficiently small. We denote by p(x) the extension of the function

r{x) into Q satisfying the following properties: p{x)=r(x) for x^Q ―Qs0, jog

C＼Q), p(x)^380/i in Qs0, TT1r(x)£p(x)£Tir(x) in Q for some constant fi>0,

dQd={x; p(x)=8} for 8^(0, 30] and finallydQ={x; p(x)=Q].

We need the following result which justifiesour approach to the Dirichlet

problem (1),(2).

(5)

Lemma 1. Let u be a weak solutionin W＼k%(Q) of (1) such that

^＼Du(x)＼＼u(x)2+l)r(x)dx + ^ W(x)2rfx<oo
Q

then there exists C,<=L2(dQ) such that

lim
f

(u(xd(x))-t:(x))2dSx=0
d-*0JdQ

Proof. First we observe that by thehypothesis(5),u belongs to WU2(Q).

The same resultwas proved in [5] (see Theorem 2) under the assumption that

b grows linearlyin p. This proof can be adapted without any difficultyto

the present situation.We only sketch the main steps of the proof. Let us

define

u(x)(p(x)-d) on Qs

0 on Q-Qs.
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It follows from (5)

test function in (4).

J. Chabrowski

and the assumption (3) on b(x, t,p) that v is a legitimate

Integrating by parts we obtain

}3QS i

n r

s
ad)

o
au(x,

r

QsJ

U(I)

0

s)sdsDtp(x)dSx

o
a.ij(x,s)sdsDijp(x)dx

n
S Didijix, s)sdsDjp(x)dx

iti=l

+

+

＼ 2 dij(x, u)DiUDju(p-8)dx

＼ c(x)u2(p―d)dx―＼ b(x, u, Du)u(p~8)dx
JQd JQd

Here the values of u on dQs are understood in the sense of traces (see [13],

chap. 6). Using the assumptions on atj and b we derive the following estimate

sup I
3QS i

-I

n
s

8 3

[UCX＼
ij(x,s)sdsDipDjpdSx£Cl＼＼

u{xfdx
iJo LJQ

＼Du(x)＼z(u(x)*+l)p(x)dx +
{

u{x)2p(x)dx

+1/1-5,1 u{x)I p(x)dx +
Je|u(x)|r+lp(x)dx＼

for some constants d>0 and 0<8^8a. Hence, by the elhpticityassumption

supoosaat u(x)2dSx<oo. Consequently the set of functions
JdQS

irCX5) S atJ(xs,s)dsD{p(x8)DJp(xa)dSx;Q<d£8l＼

is bounded in Lz(dQ). As in Lemma 2 from [5] we show that there existsa

functionj8eL2(9(?)such that

＼
8

S a-ijixs,s)dsDip(xs)Djp(xd)
Jo i.j=l

converges weakly to /3in L2(dQ). Repeating the argument of Lemma 3 from

[5] we show that the weak convergence can be replaced by the strong con-

vergence in L＼dQ). Finally, following the argument used in the proof of

Theorem 1 in [5] we conclude the existence of C<sL2(dQ) satisfying the asser-

tion of our lemma. We point out here that the following relation holds be-

tween C and B
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("CX>
S au(x, s)dsDiP(x)Djp(x)=P(x)

Jo i,j=l
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a.e. on dQ.

Lemma 1 suggests the following approach to the Dirichlet problem (1),(2).

Let 0eL°°(d(?). A weak solution ikeWUKQ) of (1) is a solution of the

Dirichlet problem with the boundary condition (2) if

(6) lim

3-o

f
＼_u{xd{x))-<f>{x)JdSx=R

JoQ

3. Existence of solutions of the Dirichlet problem (1),(2).

In this section, using the method of sub and supersolutions we establish

the existence theorem for the problem (1),(2).

We brieflyrecall the definitionsof sub and supersolution.

Let <j>(^Hll＼dQ). A function Q<=WU＼Q) is a subsolution of (1) if 0(x)^

6(x) on dQ in the sense of trace in H1/2(dQ) and

[
S aiJ(x,0)Di0Djvdx + [ c(x)Rvdx^{

JQ i.J=l JO J
b{x, 0, D0)vdx

Q

for all nonnegative v^C＼Q) with compact support in Q.

A supersolution is defined by reversing the inequality sign in the above

definition.

Theorem 1. Suppose that c(x)^c0 in Q for some co>0, 0eL°°(d(?),and

that there exists a sequence of C＼dQ)-functions {<fik} such that l＼mk-,J＼ ＼jj>k{x)―

0(x)]2<i5x=O and such that for each k the Dirichlet problem (1), (2), with 6=6k,

admits a subsolution 0 k{x) and a supersolution W k{x) in Wl'°°(Q)satisfying

^k(x)^Wk(x) on Q. Moreover, we suppose that both sequences {0k} and {＼k＼

are locally uniformly bounded in L°°(Q). Then the problem (1),(2) admits a

solution u^WU2(Q) satisfying the estimate

(7) f
＼Du(x)＼＼u{xy+l)eTuwir(x)dx + [ u(xfeTuw'2r{x)dx

JQ JQ

+ sup f eTu^zdSx^M1[ eTu<*>zdSx + Mz
0<SsS1JdQs JdQ

for some constants Mx>0, M2>0, T>0 and (Kdi^do.

Proof. Let {<j>k}be sequence of Cl(dQ) functions satisfying the hypotheses

of our theorem. Then it follows from [1] that for each k the problem (1),(2)
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with u(x)=$k(x) on dQ has a solution uk^Wu＼Q)r＼L°°(Q) and such that

(8) Rk(x)£uk(x)£Wk(x) Q

for each k. Let us define

v(x)=uk(x)etu*'-x>2p(x)

for some £>0. It is clear that v is a legitimate test function in (4) and on

substitution we obtain

(9)
P n 2
＼ S a^x, uk)DiukDiuketu'<pdx

+2^( 5 atJ(x, uk)DiukDJukuletut"pdx

+ ＼ S fl≪(x,u^DiUkUke'^Djpdx +
i

c(x)uletu'^pdx

f 2
= ＼6(^≫"*, Duk)uketUkpdx .

Let us denote the firstthree integrals of the left side of (9) by JX) J2 and J3,

respectively. If follows from (A) that

(10) /i+y.^r1 H. ＼Duk＼*etu*pdx+2t＼ ＼Duk＼iuletu2"pdx']

Integrating by parts we get

(11)
.

/,=( S
. O i.i=l

atJ(x, uk)Diukuketuli'Djpdx

JO i.i=i ＼

JQ i

ns

Jae i

L

k

Pao<x, s)sets2dss)Djpdx

[UkDiaiJ{x> s)sets2dsDjpdx

Jo

n C

i=i J

katj{x,s)sets2dsDipDjpdSn
0

.7=1 Jo

k

dij(x,s)seu2dsDijpdx

DiQilx, s)sets2dsDjpdx

Combining (10), (11) and the assumptions (A) and (B) we derive from (9) that
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(12) r'f ＼Duk＼2elu*≫pdx+2tr1[

JQ JQ
＼Duk

^cJtA eltidSx+tA e
L J3Q JQ

auletu*pdx + c0＼ uletu*kpdx

tK*Jx+j ＼uk＼etu*kpdx＼

+ b＼[ ＼Duk＼2＼uk＼etu*pdx + [ ＼uk＼r+1etut*pdx]
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where a constant Ci>0 depends only on n, T, supQ＼p＼,supQ＼Dzp＼, supexiJ

Di(i*j(x,u)＼{i,j ―1, ･■･, n), H/IU and n. Using the Young inequality we de-

duce from ("121that

(13) T-^＼ |0u*|V≪8* pdx+(2n->-*L)＼Wut

dx^cJt'1 ( el**dSx+t

2u2ketu2kpdx

f etu2*dx + [ e tu＼
pdx

where C2>0 depends on d, c0,r and B. Now taking as a test function in (4)

( uk(x)etu*wXp(x)-d) on Q8,

i*x)=＼[ 0 on Q-Q8,

and integratingby parts and lettingd^O we get the following estimate

(14) t~lrl sup
f

etu^dSx<r[ ＼Duk＼2etu^pdx

+ ＼＼c＼＼^Quletuiipdx+2tr^ ＼Duk＼2u2ketulpdx

L JQ JQ

+ B
[j ＼Duk＼*＼uk＼etu

uk＼elu^pdx

*pdx+^ ＼uk＼1+retu**pdx＼

where C3>0 is a constant of the same nature as C

Let us set

*-ii etu*kdx+― [ e'*

Q t )do
*dSx + f etu*kpdx

Applying the Young inequality we derive from (13) and (14) that

£j
9u>≫.iW*+(ar--^)Jg

+ ^-f ule^pdx+r't-1 sup f etu

＼Duk＼zuietu2*pdx

ldSx
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<c4/c+lkii4 lApdx

JQ

+(r + B)＼ ＼Duk＼ze''u'i*pdx-U2tT+B)＼
JQ J

＼Duk＼2uietu**pdx
Q

for some C4>0 independent of t>0. Letting t―T>B%fl2 and combining the

last estimate with (13) we arriveat the inequality

(15) f ＼Duk＼2eTu^pdx + [ ＼Dul＼2u2keTu2*pdx

+ f uleTu**pdx+ sup f eru2*dSx^C5K

for some constant C5>0. To estimate the integrals f eTu^dx and { eTu^pdx

we observe that by the local boundedness of {@k＼ and ＼Wk) we obtain

[ eTul"dx = [ eTu**dx + [ eTu2*dx£d1 sup ( eru*rfSx + M(5,),

JQ JQ-Qd. -jQd, 0<5s5iJ5Q s

for some constant M(5i)>0. In a similar way we estimate

ing <5Xsufficientlysmall we obtain

(16)

f 2
＼ eTUkpdx. Choos-

JQ

t ＼Duk＼seTu*pdx + [ ＼Duk＼*uleTu*pdx
JQ JQ

+ ( uieTu2kpdx+ sup f eTu^dSx<L1＼ eT^dSx + L2

for some constants L:>0 and L2>0.

In the second step of the proof we show that for each open set Qu with

QidQ, there exists £i>0 such that the sequence ＼uk) is bounded in WU2Jr＼Qx).

Since the argument of this claim was used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [1]

and Theorem 2 in [6], we only sketch the proof of this fact. Let 6 be a C°°-

function with properties d(x)=l on B{0, 1/2), 0(*)=O on Rn-B(Q, 1/2) and

0^6(x)^l on Rn, where B{x0, r) denotes an open ball of radius r and centered

at x0. Let Q2 be an open set such that QidQzdQuClQ. We assign to each

XoELQi a number R(x0) defined by

R(xo)=snp{R; #<=[0, oo), B(x0, R)dQ2}.

Since (? is bounded, R(x0) is bounded independently of x0. If R<R(x0) we

define dR(x)=d(x~x0/R) and set
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K
l_

B(xo,~R) jB(.xu,H)
uk(x)dx
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Since the sequences }@k} and {Wh＼ are bounded in L°°(Q2),the estimate (8)

implies that the sequence {uk＼ is bounded in L°°(Q2).Using vk as a test func-

tion in (4) and choosing t sufficientlylarge we arrive at the inequality

(17)
I

B(Xn,fl/2)
＼Duk＼'idz^

M1f

7?TJB(.xo.R->

＼uk-K＼2dx +
＼

g(x)dx
JB(.xo,R->

where Mx>0 is a constant independent of R and k and g(x) is a bounded

function on Q2. Let l/s = l/n + l/2 if l/n+l/2<l and s = l if l/n + 1/2^1. By

the Sobolev embedding theorem we derive from (17) that

1

#72)1 J
＼Duk＼*dx£Mj 1 ＼ ＼Duk＼*dxYS

+ ＼ ryfjY
Xo, R)＼jBlxo.R>＼B(x0, R)＼

where M2>0 and M2>0 are constants independent of R and k. Now by a

standard argument with the aid of Gehring's Lemma [10] (see also Proposition

5.1 in [9]) we can show that there exists s>0 such that {Duk} is bounded in

L2+£(<y)for each open set a) with a}dQ2- We note here that s depends on Q2.

We now observe that by Fatou's lemma we may assume that the sequence

f 2
＼ eT<f>kdSxis bounded. Consequently, by (16) the sequence {uk} is bounded in

＼VU2(Q). Therefore we may assume that there exists mg!^111^) such that uk

converges to u weakly in WUi(Q). Moreover, by virture of Theorem 14.11 in

[16] we may also assume that uk converges to u in L2(Q) and a.e. on Q.

Using the boundedness of {Duk} in L2+C(a))for each o>cQ, with wdQ and s ―

e(o>),one can show that for each open set w, with wCQ, there exists a sub-

sequence {ukm} such that Dukm converges to Du in L2(o>)(for details see [7]).

It is now obvious that u is a weak solution of (1) and that the estimates (7)

asserted by our theorem holds for u. It remains to show that u satisfiesthe

boundary condition (2) in the sense of L2-convergence. According to Lemma

1, there exists ^L＼dQ) such that Iim3_of {u{xd)―(Jix)JdSx=Q. Therefore it
JdQ

suffices to show that £=0 a.e. on dQ. The proof of this fact is similar to the

corresponding part of Theorem 2 in [7] and therefore is omitted.

Remark. Inspection of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the assertion
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of this theorem remains true for a boundary data satisfying

f er^w2dSx<co ,
JdQ

where T is a constant satisfying T>B2y2/4. Obviously this condition holds

for bounded functions and one can give examples of unbounded functions satis-

fying this condition.

To illustrate Theorem 1 let us consider the problem (1),(2) with b(x, u, Du)

=f(x)-＼Du＼2g{x, u), where /gL°°(Q), g(=L°°(QxR) and g{x, u)u^0 for all

(x, u)^QxR. Moreover, we assume that there exists functions An^Cx{Q)

such that

(i)

and

(ii)

lim a,i](x,u)=Aij(x)

lim Dxa.ij(x, u) =DxAij(x)

(i,j=l, ■･･,n) uniformly on Q. Let 0eL°°(d(?)and let {<fik}be a sequence of

C1(3Q)-functions such that

limf l<j>{x)-$k(x)YdSx=Q.

For each k the Dirichlet problem

n
― TiDjidijix, u)DiU)+c(x)u=＼f(x)＼ in Q ,

u(x)= ＼<f>k(x)on dQ ,

has a solution 0k(^WUi{Q)f＼Loo{Q), which by the maximum principle in non

negative on Q. Since g(x, 0k)^O on Q, 0k is a supersolution of the problem

(1),(2). A subsolution Wk is determined as a solution of the problem

n
― S Dj(aij{x, u)DiU)-＼-c(x)u――＼f(x)＼ in Q

u(x)=―＼$k(x)＼ on dQ .

As in [6] one can show that the sequences {Rk) and {＼k) are bounded in

WU1(Q). We sketch the proof of this fact here for {0k}. Using as a test

function

{ 0 on Q-Qs,

integrating by parts and letting 8―0, we get
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2 atj(x,

~ 2

0k)Di0kDj0kpdx

＼ S ＼ fit/** s)dsDipDjpdSx +
JO i.j=iJo

If " f*l
-o"＼ S ＼ aij(x,s)dsDijpdx
Z JQ i,; =i Jo

+ [ 2 [^Didijix, s)dsDjpdx-＼ c(x)Rlpdx +
JQ i.j=iJo JQ

( ＼f{x)＼Qkpdx
JQ
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It is now clear that to show the boundedness of {@k} in WU2(Q) it is sufficient

to show that this sequence is bounded in L2(Q). In the contrary case we may

assume that limft_o=||<^*IUacQ)= CXD- Letting vk = 0k＼＼0k＼＼llCQt̂he above identity

shows that {vk} is bounded in WU2(Q). Since WU2(Q) is compactly embedded

in L2(Q) (see [16]), we may assume that vk―>v weakly in WU2(Q), strongly in

L2(Q) and a.e. on Q. As in [6] we can show that v satisfies the equation

- 2 DjiAij^D^+cix^^O in Q .

1.7=1

According to [3] or [4], v must have trace C,^L2(dQ), in the sense that v(x8)

-≫£in L2(dQ) as <5->0. It is now a routine to show that C=Q on dQ, that is,

V(E.WU2{Q). Since c^O on Q we get v=0, and this contradicts the fact that

||i;||l2(Q)= 1. If we additionally assume that Duaij<E:L°o{QxR) (i,j=l, ･･･, n)

then 0k(EWu°°(Q) for each k.

It is worth mentioning that Theorem 1 is closely related to Theorem 2

from [7]. However, applying the latter to our example, we can only conclude

the existence of a solution for ^eL°°(3(5) with small norm and some additional

restriction on the coefficient c.

4. Nonnegative solutions.

The objective of this section is to establish the existence of nonnegative

solutions. To achieve this we assume the existence of nonnegative subsolutions

and supersolutions. This assumption allows to consider the quasilinear equa-

tions with the coefficientsatj depending also on Du.

In this section we assume that the coefficientsa^i, u, p) {i,j ―1, ■■･, n)

are defined and continuous on QxRxRn and satisfy the ellipticitycondition

from Section 2 (see asumption (A)). The functions a^x, u, 0) have bounded

partial derivatives D^Ux, u, 0) on QxR (i,j=l, ･･■, n) and moreover

(18) {aUx, u, p)―ciij(x, m, 0)| ^
A

P＼+l
(i, J = 1, -,n)

for ail (x, u, p)^QxRxRn and for some constant A>0. The nonlinearity
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satisfiesthe assumption (B) from Section (2).

We derive here the existence result for the Dirichlet problem

(19)

(20)

―.2 {Djdijix, u, Du)DjU)+c(x)u = b(x, u, Du) in Q ,

u(x)=$(x) on BQ .

To proceed further we observe firstthat Lemma 1 continues to hold for weak

solutions u<=W＼ol(Q) of (19) satisfying the condition (5) of Lemma 1. Indeed,

using the same test function as in the proof of Lemma 1 we arrive at the

identity

＼ S ＼ au(x, s, Q)sdsDipDjpdSx

r n rucx)
= ―＼ 2 ＼ a.ij(x,s, Q)sdsDijpdx

―＼ S ＼ Diduix, s, O)sdsDjpdx

r n
+ ＼ S flii(^>u, Du)DiuDiu(p―8)dx

f
+ ＼ S [>≪(*, u, Du)-atj{x,+ ＼ S Ldij(x,u, Du)―ai}(x, u, O)~]DiUuDjpdx

+ ＼ c(x)uz(p―8)dx―＼ b(x, u, Du)u(p―8)dx .
JQn JQs

By virtue of the assumption (18) the fourth integral on the right side can be

estimated by

sup ＼Dp(x)＼niA[

It is now a routine to show that

u Idx

sup ＼ ＼u{x)＼2dSx<oo

Repeating the argument of the proof of Lemma 1 (see also Theorem 1 in [5])

one can show that there exists £eEL2(3<2) such that limg_,0≫[u(xs)―£(x)ydSx
JdQ

A

Theorem 2. Suppose that c(x)^c0 on Q for some co>O. Let (fthe a non-

negative function in L°°(dQ)and suppose that there exists a sequence of CHdQ)-

functions {<j>k)with limk_J＼ [$k(x)―^(x)"}2dSx=0 and such that for each k the
JdQ
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Dirichlet problem (19),(20) with ^)~<j>kadmits a subsolution 0k and a supersolu-

tion Wk in WUo°(Q) satisfying 0^,0k(x)<＼k(x) on Q for each k. Moreover we

suppose that the sequence {Wk) is locally uniformly bounded in L°°(Q).Then the

problem (19),(20) admits a solution u(eW{£(Q) satisfying the estimate

(21) f ＼Du(x)＼*eTuwr(x)dx + [ u(x)eTuwr(x)dx
JQ JQ

+ sup f eTuwdSx£MS eT^*>dSx + M2
O^sSjJdQs JdQ

for some constantsMt>0, M2>0 and 0<8^80

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. We only give the

proof of the analogue of the energy estimate (16).

Let {<j>k}be sequence of C1(9Q)-functions satisfying the hypotheses of the

theorem. According of Theorem 2.1 in [1] for each k the Dirichlet problem

(19),(20), with 0=0* admits a solution u(E.Wu＼Q)r＼Loa{Q) such that

0k(x)^uk(x)£Wk(x) on Q.

Taking as a test function

v(x)=etuk(x>p(x)

for some <f>0 we obtain

(22) i
n

a*,-(*,uk, Duk)DiukDjuketUkpdx

+＼
q .

hx au{x, uk, O)DiuketuWjpdx

+ ＼ S latJ(x, uk, Duk)-aij(x, uk, Qy]Diuketu"Djpdx

f f
+ ＼ cuketUkpdx ― ＼ b(x, uk, Duk)etUkpdx

JQ JQ

Let us denote the firstthree integrals on the leftside by Ju J2 and J3, respec-

tively. We then have

(23)

and by the assumption (18)

(24)

Ji-ZtrA ＼Duk＼*el"*pdx

JQ

|/3|^^n2sup ＼Dp(x)＼＼etu"dx
Q JQ

Integrating by parts we obtain
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(25)
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J*=-＼aQt%XkatAx> s> O)etsdsDiPDjpdx

-[ 2
[UkDtatj(x,

s, Q)etsdsDjpdx
JQ i,j=l Jo

―
(

S
＼Ukaij{x,

s, O)etsdsDijpdx .
jQi,j=lJo

It follows from (22), (23).(24) and (25) that

(tr~l-B)[ ＼Duk＼2etukpdx+ ^≪.."Vx

^JtA e%**dSx+c＼ etu"dx

JdQ JQ

for some CjX) independent of t. Similarly using as a test function

u(x)=
＼

we arrive at the estimate

sup [ etu*dSx^C2
[i

.

etu*w(p(x)-d) on Qs

0 on Q-Qs,

Duk＼zetu*pdx + [ uketukpdx +
＼

JQ J
etuk

Q
pdx

for some C2>0 independent of t. Finally, using Lemma 2, we deduce from the

last two estimates, as in the proof of Theorem 1, the estimate (21).

Remark. If b(x, 0, 0)^0 on Q, then we can take @k=Q {k-＼, 2, ･･･)as

subsolutions and to guarantee the existence of a nontrivial solution we can

assume that either b(x, 0, 0) or <j>is not identically equal to 0.

We conclude this section with the following comment. Theorem 1, unlike

Theorem 2, has been proved for the equation (1) with the coefficientsao- inde-

pendent of Du. Comparing the proofs of these theorems we see that the de-

pendence of atj on Du would lead, in the derivation of the energy estimate

(16), to an extra term

f
n

＼ S [atJ(x u, Du)-aij(x, u, Oy]DtUuetuSDjpdx

Assuming (18), this term can be estimated by

unable to get the estimate (16) in this situation.

n2A＼ ＼u＼etu2dxand we were
Jo
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5. The Dirichletpreblem with //-boundary data.

In thissectionwe extend our method to solve the problem (1),(2) with

<j)<^L2{dQ).However, we must introduce more restrictiveassumptions on the

nonlinearityb. We considerthe equation(1) with c(x)=0 on Q, thatis,

(!') - I) Dj(atJ(x,u)Dtu)+b(x, u, Du)=O in Q

with the boundary condition (2), where (j><=L2{dQ).

We assume that b(x, u, p) satisfiesthe Caratheodory conditions and

(29) ＼b(x,u,p)＼£f(x)+ B(＼u＼+ ＼p＼)

for all(x, u, p)(EQxRxRn, where f^L2{Q) and B>0 is a constant.

We point out here that, according to Theorem 1 in [5], if u is a solution

in WU2(Q) of (1') then there exists £<=L＼dQ) such that (6) holds. Obviously

this result justifiesour approach to the problem (1/) (2) with the boundary

condition (2) understood by the relation (6).

Theorem 3. Let 6^L2(dQ) and suppose that there exists a sequence of
r

C＼dQ)-functions ＼<f>k} such that ＼＼mk_J＼ [_^>k(x)―^>(x)']2dSx―O and such that for

JdQ

each k the Dirichlet problem {V), (2), with <j>=(f>k,admits a subsolution @k and a

supersolution W k in WU°°(Q)satisfying 0 k(x)^^>k(x)^W＼(x) on Q. Moreover, we

assume that both sequences {@k} and {Wk) are locally uniformly bounded in

L^iQ). Then the problem (!'),(2) admits a solution u<=Wu2(Q) satisfying the

estimate

(27) f ＼Du{x)＼h{x)dx + [ u(x)2dx+ sup f u{xfdSx

<mS <j){xfdSx+ M2
JdQ

for some constants M^O, M2>0 and (Xd^do.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2. We only

change test functions. First,it follows from [1] that for each k the problem

(10, (2), with u(x)=$k(x) on dQ, has a solution uk^Wu＼Q)r＼L°°(Q) such that

(Pk(x)£uk(x)^＼k(x) on Q.

Taking v(x)=uk(x)p(x) as a test function we obtain, integrating by parts, that
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f n

JQ ij

+$

X, Uk

n

Q i
2
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)DiUkDjUkpdx = --＼
Z J oQ

＼
*aij(x,

s)dsDi}p
Jo

dx

If n

ns

I Didaix, s)dsDipdx ―
Jo

Jo
atj{x, s)dsDipDjpdSn

r
＼b{x, uk, Duk)ukpdx

Using the ellipticity,(6) and the Young inequality we arrive at the estimate

(28)
L

＼Duk＼pdx^cJ f <f>ldSx+ ＼uidx+[ f2dx+＼ uipdx]
J30 JO JO JO I

where C＼>0 is a constant. Similarly the use of the test function

yields the estimate

(29) sup
f

i*x)=

＼

≪■[!.

uk(x)(p(x)―d) on Q()

0 on Q-Qs,

f f
＼Duk＼2pdx +＼ u＼dx +＼

JQ JQ

The estimates(28) and (29) combined togethergive

(30)

u＼pdx-＼-＼ pdx

J Q J

t ＼Duk＼2pdx+ sup ( uldSx^cl＼ u＼dx + l≪ipdx+＼rdx＼

for some constant C2>0. We now observe that for each ―1<^^1 we have

JQ
T-― sup

＼ uldSx + ＼ u＼p!idx

^-,- sup ＼ uidSx + M max p1'
1+fi OKdid^JdQs QS

where M=sup*2i s＼ipQsuk(x)2. Hence taking <5Xsufficientlysmall we get from

(29) that

(31)
f

＼Duk＼*pdx+ sup
(

u＼dSx^c＼ <j>＼dSx+ Ch
Jo r oKdidJdQs Jag

for some constants C4>0 and CB>0. On the other hand, according to Lemma

1 in [4], we have for 0<d£80/2

[ uUSx^k＼[ uzkdx+ d[ u2kdSx + d{ ＼Duk＼*pdx＼,
JQs Uqs J3qs Jo r J

for all 0<8^d, where K>0 is a constant independent of k, 8, d and <5X. Com-

bining this with the estimate (31) we obtain (27). The estimate (27) shows

that the sequence {uk} is bounded in Wl'＼Q). Consequently we may assume

that uk converges weakly in WU＼Q) to a function u. By virtue of Theorem
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14.11 in [16] we may also assume that uk converges to u in L2(Q) and a.e. on

Q. It is clear that u is a solution of (1'). By Theorem 2 in [5] u has a trace

C,^L2(dQ) in the sense of the L2-convergence (see (6)). It is now a routine to

show that C=0 a.e. on dQ (for more detailssee the proof of Theorem 3 in [5]).

Remark. Examination of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that the assump-

tion (26) on the growth of the nonlinearity b can be replaced by

＼b{x,u, p)＼£f(x)+B(r(xya＼p＼+r(x)-<8＼u＼)

for all {x, u, p)^QxRxRn, where a and /3 are constants such that 0<a<l

and 0<^<2.

We close up this paper with an example illustrating the use of Theorem 3.

Let

b(x, u, Du)=f(x)-VTDu＼* + Tg(u)F(x),

where fpB/2^Lz(Q) for some 2^0<3, F is a measurable function such that

＼F(x)＼^Br{x)-a on Q with 0<a<l and geL°°(/2) with g(u)u^0 on R. We

assume that atj satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) (see the example following

Theorem 1) and moreover Duaij(=L'x'(QxR). Let {<f)k} be a Cx-sequence con-

verging* to 6 in Lz(dQ). Since f, in general, is not in LZ(Q), we take a

sequence {/,} in L°°(Q) such that
f

f＼pedx^
J Q

consider for each /;>! the Dinchlet problem

I f2p°dx as /―>co. First, we

(32) - 2 Djiaijix, u)Dtu)+bi(x, u, Du)=O in

(33) u{x)=(j>{x) dQ,

where bt(x, u, Du)=fi(x)-V]~Du＼＼+lg(u)F(x). To solve the problem (32), (33)

we construct a sequence of supersolutions {Wlk}(subsolutions {$*}) obtained as

solutions of the Diric.hletnroblern

-.f] Dj(atJ(x, u)Diu)=＼fl(x)＼ in Q, (resp. -|/j(*)I)
t,7―1

u(x)=$k(x) on dQ . resp. ―|0*(*)l

Using the assumptions (1) and (ii)we can show that {01} and {Wi＼ are bounded

in W1>2{Q) independently of k and /. Moreover, both sequences are locally

uniformly bounded in L°°(Q).By Theorem 3 for each / the problem (32),(33)

has a solution ui<=WUi{Q). It is clear that we may assume that lim*_oo$£(*)

= 0t and ＼lmk_ooWi(x)=Wl(x) a.e. on Q with {Ol} and {??",}bounded in L＼Q).

Wp al≪nhavf fnr pnrh /
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0i(x)^ui(x)^＼i(x) a.e. on Q.

Using this inequality and repeating the estimates from the proof Theorem 3

one can show that

( ＼Du＼*pdx+ [

JQ J

ujdSx<M,
do

for some constantsMr>0, M2>0 and 5t>0.

(I <f>zdSx +
＼

dQ J
f2pedx^+M2

Obviously thisestimate implies the

solvabilityof the problem (32), (33) with b replaced by bt
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